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A century after the Entente Cordiale ended centuries of battle and enmity among France and
Britain, and 2 hundred years after the coronation of Britain's lethal enemy, Napoleon Bonaparte,
as Emperor, Alistair Horne contemplates thousand years of France. meant, Friend Or Foe
rather simply, the understanding ultimately of an best friend who may counter-balance the dread
strength of Kaiser Wilhelm II's sizeable and menacing Reich on her doorstep. For Britain the
Entente signified an finish to centuries of clash with France, however it additionally intended
inevitable involvement in an incredible ecu war. channel of water will be all that separates the
international locations physically, yet in temperament, in attitudes, in existence normally -- and,
particularly, in heritage itself -- the variations stay fundamental, and intense.
A historical past of France written in a flashing ornamental kind that highlights the drama, but
additionally presents perception into the political machinations all through French history. For
the main half it reads quick and interestingly, yet does get slowed down with the various
characters and plots which he usually provides looking back instead of chronologically.
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